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A User-OrientedFamilyof Minicomputers
HP'sminicomputer
philosophybehind
by John M. Stedman

HAT DO MINICOMPUTER USERS want? In
settingdesign objectivesfor HP's new 21MX
Series minicomputers, we tried to make the objectives conform as closely as possibleto the answersto
this question, as we saw them.
Minicomputer

applications

system application may require 128K words of main
memory today, with the capability of expanding as
additional needs arise. And it shouldn't be necessary
to trade off physical memory space for I/O controller
space.

have broadened tre-

dsm
m en dou sly-nth e lesffewTcarilOnsfrn
puters today solving problems that only a few years
ago would have required a large expensivecomputer
systemor a dedicatedsystemdesignedto solve one
particular problem. In more and more casesa minicomputerturns out to be the bestsolution to a problem.
What Do UsersWant?
In general, a minicomputer user wants the most
cost-effectivesolution to his problem. He would like
to have the solution as quickly aspossible,and not be
required to design special hardware to do the job' In
addition, he wants a solution closely matchedto his
specific application, and doesn't want to pay for
capabilities he doesn't need or want.
Minicomputers should be able to match closely to
the number of peripheral devicesrequired by the particular application. If the user needs only four he
should not have to pay for twelve I/O slots' Howevet,
it is desirable that the minicomputer be extendable,
allowing a user to expand the number of peripherals
at a later date if this need arises.
Physical size is also important to someusers.They
don't want to have half a rack filled up with the CPU'
power supply, I/O system, and so on, especiallyif
they can do the samejob in just a few inches of rack
space.
Different systems require different amounts of
main memory, and again users don't want to be paying for capability they don't really need. A dedicated
systemapplication may require only up to 32K words
of main memory. Another information management
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Cover: TheHP21MXSeries
is a family of advanced
minicomputersfeaturing
modulardesign,a choiceof
semiconductor memorY
sysferns, user-mtcroProgrammabIe processors,and
customizedlnstructlonsets,
anda powersystemthat has
unusual immunityto substandard electrical conditions. The memory sysfems use the new 4K
RAMs,a few of which are shown here.
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Software for many minicomputer systems is being
written in higher-level languages, such as FORTRAN,
A L G O L , a n d B A S I C , s o i t ' s e s s e n t i a lf o r t h e s e a p p l i cations to have a good set of compilers or interpreters
and associated support software. For other applications the best solution is to write the applications
software in machine or assembly language. In this
case,it is desirable to have a powerful, yet easy to use
instruction set.
Capabilities like decimal arithmetic instructions
for applications such as information management,
and extended arithmetic and floating point arithmetic instructions for computational requirements,
should be easy and inexpensive to add to minicomputers, if they are not standard. Again, a user should
not have to trade memory or I/O space for these
capabilities.
In some specialized applications the user's program spends much of its time doing a certain set of
calculations or a certain operation over and over. If
overall system response time is important and proportional to this, such as in a real-time measurement
or control system, it is desirable that the user be able
to add instructions easily, thereby replacing whole
operations or subroutines and making them run
much faster than the equivalents in assembly language. In other words it is desirable to be able to tailor
the minicomputer to the user's custom requirements.
Rcliability is of importance to any minicomputer
user. It is especially important in such areas as tele-

phone switching or measurement/control applications where minimum down time is essential. In
all other areas, however, it is certainly desirable to
have a reliable minicomputer. And in the event that
a component does fail, it should be easy to replace
the failed subsystem and get the minicomputer back
on the air as soon as possible.
For many applications, reliable operation even
under abnormal power-line conditions is also important. The minicomputer should be able to operate
normally if the power line voltage dips as much as
25% indefinitely, and be able to withstand complete
loss of line power for short periods of time. Some
applications also require power-fail-auto-restart
capability; an example is a minicomputer monitoring
data in an unattended location. In addition to these
considerations, the computer should be able to run
normally over a wide range of temperature, humidity,
and vibration conditions.
The New Family
As a result of these considerations, our project team
created not just one new minicomputer, but a family
of processors,the 21MX Series.AII of the members of
this family are compatible with assembly-language
programs written for the earlier HP 2100A,1 and are
also I/O compatible with previous HP machines. This
protects the large amount of investment in these
earlier minicomputers-over 20OOman-years of software and over 70 peripheral interfaces supported.

The Value of User
Microprogrammability
can be an extremelyvaluable
User microprogrammability
feature.lt allowsthe user to customizethe computer,dramatiincreasingsoftwaresecurity,or
callyincreasingperformance,
adding featuresthat are importantto a particularapplication
but are not offered in the base instructionset For example,
benchmarkprogramsrun on an HP 21MX Computerwith the
HP 12977A Fast FonrnnNProcessor,an optional microcode
package,show performanceincreasesof up to 28 timesover
programsrun
the same programsin software Typical FoRrRaru
f our to six times fasterusing the 12977A Similardramatic performanceincreasesare expectedin user applications.
is anotherareathat can benefitfromspecialmiInput/output
croprogrammingSince l/O is under direct microcodecontrol
in 2.1MX Computers,the applicationof microcodingfor higher
applicationsshouldbe very profthroughputin l/O-intensive
itable
Severalcompaniesconcernedabout easy transportabilityof
applicationprogramsare now considering
theirsophisticated
changingtheirsoftwareprogramsto microcodedsubroutines
executedas machtneinstructionsfrom fixed controlstore.The
codesreservedfor newlnstruc21MXhas 512 macroinstruction
tions,so this approachis viablefor a largenumberof routines.
routinesin firmwareis not a foolproofprotection
lmplementing
mechanismagainstsoftwarepirating,but it does makethe job
much more difJicult
Microprogramming
of featuresusefulin specificapplication
set,
but not offeredin the base21MXinstruction
environments,
can speed execution,simplifyprogramming,or provideuseful
features,Forinstance,certainadvantagesof
newarchitectural
computer,such as subroutinelinking and
a stack-oriented
parameterstorage,may be easilyand inexpensively
incorpoTwo inratedintothe 2.1MX familyby user microprogramming,
structionscalled pusuand pop use the A accumulatoras the
registerto and from the memorystack.
sourceand destination
Forsimplicity,
the validstackrangeis definedby the X register
(thelowerlimit)and the Y register(the upper limit) Accumulator B pointsto the last valid stack entry An overflowbit is set if
the stack is full and a pusr is attempted,or emptyand a popis
attempted B will be updatedto pointto the newtop of the stack
if no overflowconditionoccurs lmplementinga stack capabilityof this caliberrequiresonly 12 words ol microcode,leaving 244wordsin a standard256-wordusercontrolstoremodule
for otherusefularchitectural
enhancements
are
Otherfeaturesthatmightbe usefulin certainapplications
a microcoded Dl'4Athat searchesfor key characters,special
specialarithmeticoperaized patternrecognitioninstructions,
tions like complex arithmetic,or queue manipulationoperaIIONS

Beyond this, many new features and capabilities
are incorporated in the new family, thereby opening
the way for new applications.
There are now two minicomputers in the family,
designated M/10 and M/20 (Fig. 1). Each has a different amount of capability to match different combinations of immediate and long-term user needs.
The 27-M170 contains four powered I/O slots and
has space in the mainframe for 32K words of main
memory. Like all2lMX mainframes, it has standard

extended-arithmetic and single-precision floatingpoint instructions. It takes only Sla inches of rack
space, and its applications are expected to include
such dedicated system areas as satellite navigation or
processing of oil exploration data.
Designed for larger systems applications, the
27-Ml2O contains nine powered I/O slots and can hold
65K words of memory in the mainframe, extendable
much further via memory extenders. The dynamic
mapping system, optional on the 27-Ml2O,is one of the
many significant contributions in the 21MX family,
allowing the 21-M/20 to be used in such applications
as real-time measurement or control where quick
access to large amounts of data stored in main
memory is essential.
Design Contributions
Lowering the cost of these processors significantly
was a key goal of the design team, along with increasing their capabilities in several areas. Solidstate memory, specifically the 4K MOS RAM, was
chosen as the key component of main memory for
several reasons, including lower cost, lower power,
higher density, and potentially great increases in
reliability. This decision had to be made before these
RAMs were available in production quantities, so
close relationships were established with several
vendors of these components while they were still in
development. This allowed design of the minicomputer family to proceed while vendors were still
building up their capabilities to produce reliable
parts in volume.
Modular design of the minicomputer family was
another major design goal (seeFig. 2). One advantage
of this approach during development was that
memory subsystems could be designed around
memories available at that time [1K RAMs) and it
was then possible to adapt the designs in a very short
time to 4K RAMs as they became available. Other
advantages to this approach will be realized as enhancements to the family are developed. It isn't
necessary to redesign the entire computer, but only a
subsystem, to increase performance in specific areas
such as memory, CPU, power system, and so on.
Modular design also plays a key role in the serviceability of the family. All major subsystems are built to
be easily removed and replaced in case of malfunction; for instance, the entire CPU and control store is
one assembly, and can be easily replaced by removing
a few screws. Another advantage of modularity is
commonality of subsystems between members of
the family, allowing lower manufacturing cost by
economy of scale, For instance, the CPU assembly is
the same for all processots, so only one automatic test
system is needed.
The CPU or control processor, totally micropro-
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Fig. 2. Modular destgn helps
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without redesigning the entire
machtne

grammed and user-microprogrammable, is the key to
allowing these general-purpose minicomputers to be
tailored to custom, specific requirements without
requiring special hardware design. Users can customtailor the machine to their own requirements easily
using support hardware and software available from
HP. HP will continue to take advantage of this capability also, offering as standard features or inexpensive options capabilities such as extended-arithmetic
and floating-point instructions.
The 2100A has a good record ofreliable operation,
often in severe environments. Another goal of the
21MX project team was to increase the reliability of
the new family significantly, lowering the maintenance costs in all applications, allowing its use in new
market areas not previously addressed, and enhancing its capabilities in current markets. Examples of
high-reliability applications are data acquisition
systems in aircraft, process control systems in mills,
and computational/data monitoring systems in oil
exploration applications. In addition to significant
potential gains in reliability achieved with the 4K
RAM, specific areas where reliability increases are
achieved are described in several of the following
articles.
Reliable operation under abnormal power-line conditions was also achieved by an efficient power supply which achieves greater than 70% efficiency under
most load and line conditions. Its wide tolerance of
voltage and frequency variations (47-66 Hz, 88-132
volts or 1,76-264volts) allows its use in applications

where the power source is a poorly regulated motorgenerator, or under brownout conditions on conventional power sources. Battery backup is provided to
sustain the contents of memory in the event of complete line failures, allowing auto-restart capability
sometimes required in remote unattended systems for
control or monitoring applications.
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Microprogrammable
CentralProcessor
Adapts Easilyto SpecialUser Needs
programand llO comThe21MXprocessormaintains
patibilitywith its HP predecessors,
but hasa new microinstruction
formatthat makesit easierto extendtheinstruction set.
by Philip Gordon and Jacob R. Jacobs

A MONG THE DESIGN GOALS for the 21MX Com.fl. puters was compatibility with their predecessors
in both programs and inpuUoutput. It was up to the
design team to create a computer family that would
build on the software and peripheral base that HP
had established over the years.
The 21MX central processor, like that of the earlier
2tO0A Computer,l exploits the flexibility of microprogramming to the fullest possible extent. This permits even the smallest member of the family, the N4/10,
to have standard hardware multiply and divide and
automatic bootstrap loader, and an enhanceable instruction set in which floating-point and bit, byte,
and index instructions are standard. Available extensions to the instruction set include a fast FORTRAN
processor and decimal arithmetic instructions.
A microprogrammed processor is really a computer within a computer. The lowest-level computer in
the 21MX is a 2+-bit microprocessor that cycles at
325 ns. This microprocessor emulates the instruction
set of earlier HP computers, controls the front panel
in the halt mode, operates the automatic bootstrap,
and implements the enhanced instruction set.
Like the 2100A, the new 21MX family supports
user-generated microprogramming. However, although the microprocessor word size (24 bitsJ is the
same as that of the 2100A, the formats and fields are
different and microprograms are not compatible. The
decision to change the microinstruction format was a
big one and was based on a number of reasons, including lower cost from new technology, easier
microprogramming, and larger address space.
For example, to reduce part counts and cut costs,
64-bit integrated-circuit random-access memories
(RAMs) were incorporated as scratch registers and
working registers. These RAMs were unavailable
when the 2100A was designed. To incorporate these
new circuits, changes in the internal architecture and

therefore the microinstruction format were mandatory. It was decided that compatibility at the base
instruction set level was far more important than at
the microprogram level. Microprograms are typically
small compared to applications programs, and our
experience has shown that it is relatively easy to convert these small programs from the 2100A microcode
to the 21MX microcode.
Easy Microprogramming
Another reason for changing the microinstruction
format was to gain more precise, more versatile control of the microprocessor. Ease of microprogramming, especially by the user, was a worthwhile goal.
In most earlier microprogrammed machines the
microprogrammer must have an intimate knowledge
of the internal gate structure of the computer and
therefore microprogramming is done by the design
engineer and purposely proscribed for the user. The
21,OOAwas a pioneer in the field of user-microprogrammable machines. The new family continues
this trend and is even easier to microprogram.
What is easier about the new microinstruction format? First, conditional branching is performed by
a conditional jump rather than a conditional skip.
Skips are satisfactory if, upon some condition, only
one instruction need be inserted into the instruction
stream. For example, to guarantee that a number is
positive one might test its sign. If the sign is positive,
one could skip over the complement instruction;
otherwise the complement instruction would be executed. But what happens if two instructions must be
conditionally inserted into the instruction stream?
Now the conditional skip will not work, since it will
skip only one instruction. However, a conditional
jump will work, for upon some condition a jump of
two instructions beyond the current instruction can
be executed. Also, backward jumps can be program-

med for iterative loops.
In the 21MX, the conditions upon which one can
jump include carry, zero, least-significant-bit,mostsignificant-bit, flag, extend-bit, overflow-bit, runmode, halt-mode or interrupt, and most of the frontpanel buttons. There are also many specialjump conditions, not normally accessedby the user,that facilitate emulating the 2116 instruction set.
Twelve scratch registersare available to the 21MX
microprogrammer, eight more than in the 2100,t.
Theseregistersmay be used to hold temporary or intermediate variables during execution of a microprogram. More registers results in fewer accessesto
main memory and hence faster execution.
MicroinstructionFormats
There are actually four microinstruction word
types and four formats. The four formats and examples of typical microinstructions are:

RUN

JMP

RJS

-+3

CNDX

|ump to control store location three addressesbeyond
in
the current one only if the computer is not (RJS)
the nuN mode.
Word Type4
20 19
OP CODE
JSB

17 16
( 1 2 b i t s ) SPECIAL.FIELD
ADDRESS

#1234

UNCD

fump to subroutine (lSBlin control store location
1.234and savethe current addressplus 1 in the savr
register for later use with the Rru instruction.
field, which
Common to all formats is the sPECIAL
controls single and double-word shifts and rotates,
setting and clearing of the flag, run-mode, and overflow flip-flops, and enabling the various jump tables.

ExpandedControlStore
With the changing of the microinstruction format,
the addressability range of the microprocessorwas
10 I
20 191514
expanded.The 21MX computerssupport up to 4096
OP CODE ALU S - F I E L D STORE-FIELDS P E C I A L - F I E L D
words of control store space, four times the space
available in the 2100A. This space is divided into
SOPINCTARTN
sixteen 256-word modules. The basic instruction set,
soP means standard operation, This microinstrucconsisting of all instructions standard on the 2100A
tion increments the contents of the memory transfer
multiply and divide, is implemented in the
including
[T) register and stores the results in the A-register.
first
The second module holds the program
module.
Also, return from subroutine (RTN)is executed bethe front panel and implementing
for
controlling
cause this is the last microinstruction in a subroutine.
the automatic bootstrap loader.
Two additional modules implement 21.ooLGSPASSBBLl
compatible floating-point operations and a new exThe B and A-registers, considered as a single 32-bit
tended instruction group, which includes 42 versatile
register, are left shifted one place, logically.
operations. Index registers X and Y are introduced
with over thirty supporting instructions. This packWord Type 2
age also provides instructions to access,manipulate,
109
20 19 18 17
and test bits or bytes,plus the ability to move or comOP CODE PIC U/L OPERANDSTORE-FIELDISPECIAL-FIELtpare up to 32K bytes or words.
Besidesthesefour standardmodules, there are two
IMMPL#7
S3
others that are optional. These implement the fast
The value "7" is passed (P) into the lower byte (L)
FoRrRaNprocessorand decimal arithmetic.
Word Type 1

of scratch register 3 (S3).
IMMCU#7

S3

The ones-complement(C) of the value "7" is placed
into the upper byte (U) of scratch register 3 .
Word Type 3
23

15 14

2019

54

13

OP CODEC O N D I T I O NRJS ADDRESS(B-bits SPECIAL-FIELD
JMP

OVFL

#123

CNDX

fump to control store location 123 only if the overflow 1ovnrl bit is set, otherwise continue to next
microinstruction.

MicroprocessorOperation
Unlike the 21004, the 21MX family has no phase
Iogic. Phaselogic is what transfersthe machine from
one operational phase to another, such as fetch, indirect, execute, and interrupt. In the 21004, flipflops and combinatorial next-statelogic are used to
establish the current phase and the next phase, To
minimize costs, it was decided to eliminate these
circuits from the new computers. The burden was
picked up by the microprogram for the basic instruction
set. "Phases"arenow merely microcoded subroutines.
The fetch phaseis emulatedby a three-word microroutine. the essentialsof which are as follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)

OP
READ

SPECIAL

READ

JTAB

ALU
INC
PASS
PASS

STORE
PNM
IR
CM

S-BUS
P
TAB
ADR

Statement (1) does three things in parallel. It begins
a memory read operation, loads the memory address

register with the contents of program counter (P),
and increments the program counter. Fig. 1 shows the
internal bus structure of the machine as the old value
of P is stored into the memory address register and
the new incremented value is stored in P. The P register contained in the RAM is gated onto the S-bus.
Since the memory address register (M) is loaded from
this S-bus, it receives the old nonincremented value
of P. However, P is loaded from the T-bus which is an
incremented copy of the S-bus.
Statement [2) stores the memory data from the
T-register into the instruction register (m). The data
path is on the S-bus.
Statement (3) takes the address portion of the instruction register laoR; and conditionolly loads the
memory address register (ctr,l1if the instruction is a
memory reference instruction. The Rnno in statement [3) causes a read from memory even if the instruction is not a memory reference instruction. This
may seem strange, but there are good reasons for it.
More than 50% of the instructions executed by typical
programs require an additional memory read (e.g.,load
accumulator, add to accumulator, increment memory
and skip if zero). For these the memory read operation

is storted early, during the instruction fetch phase.
For instructions that do not require a memory read,
the fact that a memory reference was started is of no
consequence; it merely goes unused.
ITAB in statement (3J completes the phase, causing
a jump to a microcoded routine that implements the
instruction contained in the instruction register. This
begins the execute phase. The n-way jump is accomplished by mapping the eight most significant
bits of the instruction register into a 256-word readonly memory (ROM). This ROM is called the main
Look-Up Table (LUT); it is different from the ROM
containing the microprogram,
In the execute phase the microprocessor executes
the instruction contained in the instruction register.
In some cases, the instruction register contents are
used during execution (for example, in the alter/skip
and shifUrotate instructions). In other cases, the mapping through the main LUT is sufficient to define
what action is to be taken by the microprocessor, and
the contents of the instruction register are no longer
needed.
As an example, consider the assembly listing for
the microprogram for the ADA or Ann instruction
add to A register or add to B register, depending on
bit 11 of the instructionJ.
(4)
(s)
(6)

LABEL

OP

AD-,I
AD-

JSB

SPECIAL ALU

ENVE RTN

STORE

PASS

L

ADD

CAB

S-BUS
INDIRECT
CAB
TAB

S-Bus (16 Bits)
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block diagtam, showing the bus
structure and the contents of the
buses as a typical user instruction
is fetched and executed. Control
store ls four times as large as the
2100A's,providing more room for
special instructions and usergenerated microprograms or
instructions.

Testing the 21MX Processor
by Cleaborn C. Riggins and Richard L. Hammons

To test the 21MX Processor,which is housedon a single
printedcircuitboard,the specialautomatictest systemshown
in Fig 1 was developed
Duringthe definitionphaseof the product,the designteam
thatwereconsiderednecessary
to have
established
ob.lectives
a competitiveproduct,The cost objectivecalled lor a labor
contentthat representeda factor of four improvementover
the 2100A Fromthe laborconthe presentHP minicomputer,
tent,the allowabletest time was extractedAfter considering
it became obviousthat general-purthe variousalternatives,
posetest systemswould not meetthe test time goal To meet
thistarget,a testerwouldhaveto givethe processora complete
test at CPU speed in ten minutesor less, and troubleshoot
failuresto the failingcomponent85% of the time in less than
threeminutes
How the Problems Were Solved
The ten minutelimitationwas relativelyeasy to meet The
21MXis controlledby the microprocessor
controlstore,a ROM
TheROMwas replacedwitha highspeed RAM,the HP129088
werewritWritableControlStore,and a set of microdiagnostics
ten to exercisethe processorand detect faults To make the
test a completeone,a memorysubsystemis used in conjunction withthe softwarediagnosticsto check the processorwith
memory An l/O simulatorwas designedto test the l/O control
and logic
Testingat CPU speed was a more difficultrequirementto
meetbecausethe controlstoreis locatedsomedistanceaway
electricallyThis problem was solved by using terminated
twisted-pair
wiresand by selectingRAMsfor the writablecontrol storethat will operateat fasterthan averagespeeds
The troubleshootingrequirementwas the toughest The
microdiagnostic
willdetecta problemin a few seconds,but locatingthe failingcomponentin lessthan threeminutesis difficult A troubleshooting
treeis impracticalbecauseof the sizeof
thetree Any circuitchangeswouldrequirea changein the tree

Fig. 1 Specr,a/test system completelychecks 21MX CPU in
ten minutesor lessand troubleshootsfailuresto the component level B5% of the time in three minutesor less

and a lengthyrewriteof the diagnostics
Forthe systemto correctlyisolatea faultydeviceat least85%
of the time,it had to be able to distinguishbetweenequivalent
faults Forexample,to a downstreamdevice,an inverterthatalwaysoutputsa logicone is equivalent
to a devicedrivingthatinverteralwaysoutputtinga logiczero The solutionto this problemwas to providethe systemwithvisibility
to everynodein the
unit undertest
Becausea unitas complexas the 21MXCPUwouldbe likely
particularto undergoseveralproductionchangesin itslifetime,
ly in the firstfew productionruns,the systemhad to be able to
accommodatechangesin the designof the CPU with a minimumof reprogramming
eflort(lessthanone man-weekfor a typical minorcircuitchange) Thiswas accomplishedby having
the systemacqurrethe data neededfor the faultisolationroutinesby memorizing
the responsesof a known-goodunitto the
teststimuli,Thisallowsmostcircuitrvchanoesto be accommodated in just a few hours
The System
A blockdiagramof the systemis shownin Fig 2 The basic
systemis an HP S310DataSystemconsistingof a 2100SComputerwith32K memory;a 79004DiscDrive,a 12960AMagnetic
TapeDrive,a 26004CRTTerminal,
and a 129254Photoreader
Also includedare two 129088WritableControlStore(WCS)
unitsand a speciallydesignedcard that controlsoperationof
the UUT (unitundertest),
The specialinterfacecard providesall clock pulsesto the
UUTand can be programmedto generatea singleclockpulse,
a specificnumberof clock pulsesin a burstmode,or a continuousstringof pulsesThisboardalsocontainscircuitryto monitor the ROMaddressregister(RAR)of the UUTand can be programmedto break,or turn off all clock signalsto the UUT,at a
^^^^i{i^
DI/EUilTU

^aA.^^^
dUUrVJJ

The UUTis connectedto the systemby meansof a vacuumoperated"bed of nails"fixturethatmakescontactwiththe UUT
.1400places,
in approximately
about400 of whichare the normal rnoutsand outoutsof the CPU Theother1000contactsare
used to connecteach individualnode in the UUT to the node
stateregistersThe nodestateregistersallowthe systemcomputerto examinethestate01any nodein the UUTas it is currently,as it was at the end of the precedingCPUclockcycle,or as it
was at the end of the CPU cycle before that
T h e o e r i o h e r ahl a r d w a r eu n i t c o n t a i n sa s t a n d a r d2 1 M X
powersupplyand a 4K memorysubsystemwith dual-channel
port controland memoryprotectoptions Also includedis an
l/O simulatorthat is used to test the UUT'sl/O functions
Also shownon the block diagram,althoughnot part of the
CPUtest hardware,is the 21MXbatterypacktester Thistester
is controlledby the CPUtestsystemcomputerand allof itscontrol inputsand statusreportsgo throughthe CPU test system
of
console However,the operationof thistesteris independent
the CPU test systemsoftwareand transparentto it
The Software
The CPU test systemsoftware,which was writtenin HP AssemblyLanguageand HP ALGOL,runsundercontrolof theHP
R e a l - T i m eE x e c u t i v eo p e r a t i n gs y s t e m w i t h t h e R T E f i l e
managementpacKage
A
The majorpart of the testingis donevia microdragnostics

S t a t eo f U U T a t T 2
Node State Registers

Fig.2. 21MX CPU test system
segmentof diagnostic(thereare currently20 segmentsof 512
wordseach)is loadedintothe WCSand executedby the UUT,
A failureresultsin a haltin the UUT,and thisis detectedby the
syslem computer
Forfunctionsthatcannotbe verifiedwith microcode(l/O signals,for example)the testsystemusesthe system'sclockcontrol andior breakpointcapabilitiesto begin executionof selectedlunctionsat full systemspeed and then to stop in midstreamand examineselectednodesvia the node stateregisters to determineif the unit is functioningproperly
Wheneveran erroris detected,eitherby the systemor by a
microdiagnostic,
the faultanalysisprocessis initiatedA starting pointis specifiedfor eachpossibleerrorhaltby the diagnostic programmerStartingat the specifiednode,thesystemcompares the state of the node against the data memorizedfrom
the known-goodunit lf an erroris detected,thenthe inputsto
the device driving that node are examined lf one of these

nodesis foundto be bad thenthe searchshiftsto the inputsfor
that node This process continuesuntil a device is reached
whoseinputsare all good whileits outputis bad This,then,is
the bad device,
Pertinentfailureinformationis communicatedto the operator, who takesthe appropriateaction The systemrequiresthe
operatorto indicatethe action being taken,and this information,alongwithdatadescribingthefailure,is savedon the disc
The systemthenhas on filedata describingall testsand alllailures for every board tested on the system Each board has a
unique serialnumberand this numberis enteredto identify
a board before startinga test
The systemis presentlyon line and has been used to tesl
over 400 processorswith promisingresults Executiontime ot
the test is beloworiginalgoals and the systemhas been successfulin diagnosinga high percentageof componentfailures

The LUT maps the microprocessor to statement (4)
if the INonnCT bit is set in the instruction; otherwise
statement (5) will be executed. Statement (4) is
labeled ao",t, which has no meaning to the microprocessor and serves only as a label. Somewhere else
in the program, this statement might be referenced by
this label. For example, JMp AD-,I would execute a

jump to statement (4).
Statement (a) does a jump-to-subroutine to a label
called INDIRECT,which is the start of the indirect
phase simulated in microcode. Upon completion, the
INDIRECTsubroutine returns control to statement (5).
Statement (5) says eASS the contents of cRs into
register L, the holding latch fsee Fig. r). But what
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does "the contents of cAB" mean? cAB means coNDrrroNAL A oR ts depending on bit tt of the instruction, which specifies whether the add is to take place
in the A-register or the B-register. The result of statement (5) is that the contents of the A-register or the
B-register are put into the L-register.
Statement (6) actually performs three operations in
parallel. The ano cAB TAB portion of the instruction'
says to add the memory data tran) to the contents of
the latch and put the result into the A-register or Bregister. Recall that this memory data was requested
earlier in the fetch phase. The nlrvn will enable the
setting of the overflow and extend flip-flops depending on the result of the add portion of the microinstruction.
Finally, the RrN in statement (6) means "return
from subroutine." This causes the microprogram,
with hardware assistance for speed, to ask whether
the machine has been halted, and whether there is an
interrupt pending. If the answers to both of these
questions are "no", the microprocessor then goes to
the fetch phase. If either answer is "yes", then a further firmware test is made to determine which question has the "yes" answer. Normally the answers
will be "no" and no time will be lost answering the
question,"which one?"
If the machine is not in the halt mode, it is assumed
that an interrupt is pending and a microroutine that
services interrupts is entered (interrupt phase). Unlike the microprocessor of the 2100A, which is used
only in the run mode, the microprocessor in the
21MX remains alive and well even in the halt mode.
In this mode it controls the front panel, or programmer's console.

The flow of control through the various microcoded machine phases is shown in Fig. 2'
Microprogrammed Front Panel
In the halt mode, the front-panel microroutines
continuously scan the switches on the panel to determine which button has been depressed by the operator or programmer. The microprocessor then jumps
to a routine to carry out the desired function' Because
the front panel is controlled by the microprocessor,
it contains only a minimal amount of logic, thereby
enhancing reliability and minimizing cost.
In addition to this small amount of logic, the frontpanel switches and light-emitting diodes are mounted
on a single printed circuit board, The switches are
an adaptation of a novel design developed for HewlettPackard's Model HP-35 Calculator.2 Strips of beryllium-copper are raised at each switch location over a
printed circuit trace. Pressing a switch pushes the
raised strip down and makes contact between the
strip and the trace. The "oil can" or "cricket" principle provides positive, tactile feedback to the user
that contact has been made.
Of special interest is the front panel IBr, (initial
binary load) function. On the processor printed circuit board, up to four loader ROMs may be mounted.
Each loader ROM contains, in packed form, a 64-word
binary loader. In contrast, the loader in the 2100,{ is
resident in the highest 64 words of main memory.
Although these 64 words are protected by a switch
on the front panel, many times through opetator error
this loader is destroyed and has to be loaded into
memory again manually.
To use the tsl feature the operator places the de-
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controls the front Panel as well
as program execution This diagram shows the flow of control
through the various machine
phases

t
I

vice number of the loading peripheral into the front
panel switch register and presses the nr, button. The
microprocessor scans the memory and finds the uppermost 64 words, Next, the loader ROM, which contains 256 4-bit words, is unpacked into 64 16-bit
words and placed into the uppermost 64 memory locations. The microprocessor scans the 64-word
loader program, and finds all UO instructions, patches
in the correct device, and sets the program counter
to the first word of the loader program, all automatically. Loader ROMs for up to four different peripherals may reside in a CPU, each immediately available to the operator via front panel switch selection.
User Microprogramming
The new microprocessor with its easy-to-use
microcode and expanded address space, along with
the assembler and debug software packages, offer
the user a strong invitation to write his own microprograms. There are several reasons why a user may
want to do this. Performance may be improved by increasing the speed of frequently used software routines, and memory space may be saved as a consequence. New instructions may be invented to take
advantage of internally available registers. It may be
desirable to customize the computer for certain applications. Because the front panel is under microprogrammed control, the user can design his own
front panel and offer a specialized machine for a
specific application.
Hewlett-Packard continues to support the user in
developing his own microprograms. The 21MX has
been made compatible with writeable control store
(WCSJ.3Each WCS card may be dynamically loaded
with up to 256 words (one module) and up to four
WCS cards may be used. Microprograms can also
be placed in nonvolatile programmable read-only
memories (PROMs). Hewlett-Packard offers a highspeed PROM-writer subsystem with full software
support to allow the user to convert his code easily
into PROMs. The user generates and assembles his
code with the HP microassembler, then enters the
special mask tapes into any 210O-SeriesComputer
equipped with the PROM-writer system. Modular
control-store assemblies, accepting up to twelve
PROMs (two modules) are available. These mount
underneath the processor board along with the basic
microprograms (Fig. 3).

Fig.3. Entire21MX CPU is on a single eight-layerboard.
User-generated microprograms may be put into programmable read-only memories in modular control-store assemblies, which mount underneaththe processor board along
with the basic microprograms
the memory

protect option,

the control

store assem-

blies, the dual-channel port controller, memory assemblies, and many mechanical parts. Custom to
each of the three machines are the printed circuit
backplanes for memory and I/O, the power supplies,
and some sheet metal and mechanical assemblies.
The entire CPU is on a single eight-layer printed
circuit board measuring approximately 33 cm by 43
cm. The eight-Iayer processor board contains approximately 240 integrated circuits. An eight-layer
board is more costly than a two-sided board but the
added cost is outweighed by the inherent noise immunity and reliability of the multilayer approach.
Two planes are dedicated to power distribution; this

The Hardware
The three machines in the 21MX family use many
common subassemblies, thereby decreasing the
quantity of different parts to be built and tested. The
common parts include the CPU printed circuit
assembly, the front panel printed circuit assembly,
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Time MarchesOn
The breadboard of the 21MX Computer was built
in a 2100A chassis and used the 2100A's power supply and core memory. A 21554 I/O Extender housed
the peripheral controllers. The logic was mounted on
eight solderless wrapped printed circuit boards
which, along with the backplane, were wrapped on
semi-automatic machines. Ironically, these solderless machines, which were instrumental in the development of the new computer family, have been
pushed close to obsolescence because 21MX Comand no
puters have printed circuit board backpla
solderless wrapped connections are used

provides very low inductance and large distributed
capacitance. The remaining six layers are signal
layers. Because there are six layers, the trace width
and separation is much larger than in two-sided
boards, thereby providing a more reliable package.
A dual-channel port controller, program-compatible with DMA in 2100-Series Hewlett-Packard
minicomputers, is available for all three 21MX Computers. All required logic resides on a single plugin board.
In contrast to the 2100 Series, several system protection features have been moved from within the
standard CPU and placed on a separateoptional plugin board. The protection package, called Memory
Protect, can interrupt and protect a programmable
portion of memory from alteration, prevent certain
I/O instructions from executing, and keep the CPU
from processing an instruction with a parity error.
All three features are program-compatible with the
2100 Series and are available in both the M/20 and
M/30 processors.
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All SemiconductorMemorySelectedfor
NewMinicomputerSeries
Considerations
of cost,reliability,power, density,and
pointed
to the 4K RAMas the bestchoice.
speedall
by RobertJ. Frankenberg

,lt

core stack. This is true. However, the cycle times of
many of these core systems have been in the 7-to-1.2
microsecond range, which is relatively slow. Also,
the minimum expansion increment of such systems is
16K words, forcing users to pay a higher system price
to get a lower cost per bit. This is often not a good
trade-off.
Another important cost consideration is that 4K
RAM manufacturers are now at the very beginning of
their learning curve. Decreases in part cost by a factor of two to four are almost certain within the next
two to three years. Core, on the other hand, has been
experiencing price decreases for over 20 years and it
is not very likely that costs will decrease by as much
as a factor of two within the next three vears.

O SATISFY THE ANTICIPATED needs of users,
I
21MX computers had to have a memory system
that met stringent requirements. The memory had to
be inexpensive, because memory is still the most expensive single hardware element in a minicomputer.
It had to be very reliable, because there are more circuit elements in one large mernory module than in the
processor, power supply, I/O interfaces, and front
panel together. The memory system had to be fast,
because memory speeds are still a major limiting
factor in minicomputer performance. The memory
had to be extremely dense (the 21-Mh0, for example,
may contain 32K 1,7-bft words of memory on three
18x23-cm circuits boards, a total volume of about
1230 cubic centimeters). The memory had to consume a minimum of power to reduce power requirements to the point where the power supply could,
after significant innovation, be economically produced in the allotted space and at a reasonable cost.
The memory had to be expandable from a minimum
of 4K words to at least 3 2K words in the 21-Ml10, and
from 4K to 65K words in the 21-Ml2O.Memory expansion could not be allowed to degrade memory performance, because larger systems require good processor performance as much as smaller systems, and
perhaps more.

Reliability and Power
Second, let's look at system reliability, The average
minicomputer core memory system on the market
today displays a mean time between failures (MTBF)
of about 9% per thousand hours.* The equivalent 4K
semiconductor RAM system by all present indications should be as good or better. Furthermore, HP
has been producing n-channel MOS LSI parts for
over three years with a demonstrated part MTBF of
less than O.73% per thousand hours. RAM parts are
the major determining factor in memory system reIiability, and RAMs with MTBFs similar to these
would produce a memory system nearly fifteen
times as reliable as the equivalent core system. As
RAM manufacturers learn how to produce even more
reliable parts, we expect to see demonstrated longterm system reliability somewhere between our
tested value and the value that would be achieved
given 0.01/o/khr parts, an acknowledged long-term
reliability target of 4K RAM manufacturers.
The third major consideration is power, not only

Core versus Semiconductor Costs
Let's consider these constraints one at a time and
compare the two major contenders, core and semiconductor, for a new minicomputer memory design.
First, let's look at cost. At today's 4K random-access
memory (RAM) prices, taking into account the system
savings (fewer boards, less overhead circuitry, easier
testing and debugging), the semiconductor RAM system is about 10% less expensive to build than the
equivalent HP core system. It can be argued that a less
expensive core system can be built today using a 16K

'Computed
Center
meth0ds
usingR0meAir Development
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the amount of power consumed, but also the regulation required, and the effects ofboth on system cost,
size, and complexity. Reliable core memory systems
require large temperature-compensated drive currents and high-gain sense amplifiers, This combination forces the power system to supply well regulated
multivoltage power to a varying load. Semiconductor memories, by comparison, require about one sixth
the power of equivalent core systems and this power
need only b9 regulated to -r5%.

choice and that 4K n-channel MOS semiconductor
RAMs were the best part type for the new memory
system. We came to this realization in 7972, long
before any vendors were delivering parts or even
reasonable samples, To get a breadboard of the 21-lvlx
working, a 2100A core memory was first interfaced to
the system. This was only temporary; a system based
on 1K semiconductor chips was soon developed and
used on the first prototype versions of the 21MX, It
appeared for a time that it would be necessary to introduce the 21MX with a 1K chip memory, because
4K parts appeared to be too far away from production.
To determine just how far away, a campaign was initiated to contact every MOS manufacturer, Some had
not started 4K RAM projects, but most were considering it, and a few, notably Intel, Mostek, Motorola,
and Texas Instruments, were deep into aK RAM designs with design goals which met our requirements.
When the stage of development of these projects was
compared with simiiar complex MOS LSI design projects conducted in the past by HP, and after production capacities and price projections were analyzed, we came to the conclusion that production
volumes of 4K RAM parts would be available in midto-late 1974. This coincided very well with the
21MX's completion date. We then committed the product to 4K RAMs.

Density, Speed, Expandability
Density is the fourth major consideration. Using
any core technology that is economical, it has not
been shown to be possibie to put 32K L7-bit words of
core memory including all control and interface circuitry in the 1230 cubic centimeters that this amount
of memory occupies in the 21MX.
The fifth major consideration is performance.
Memory systems made with 4K n-channel MOS
RAMs have a cycle time of about 650 ns, whereas core
systems with comparable prices and lower densities cycle at about one microsecond or more. These
4K RAMs are the first marketable version of these
parts, and all manufacturers anticipate faster versions
(some as much as two times faster) as more is learned
about processing and as designs are improved to increase performance and decrease cost. Here again,
core cannot hope to reach comparable performance
levels at a competitive price.
The last major consideration is expandability. Because of their high densities and low power consumption, 4K semiconductor memory systems are
easily expandable. Large core memories require
greater volume, larger and mechanically weaker circuit boards, high-current power supplies, and better
cooling, and because of long buses must often be
operated at a slower speed when expanded.

lmplications of the Choice
Committing the 21MX to 4K RAMs implied
several things about the system design. We were
reasonably certain that parts would be available in
large volume by mid-to-late 1.974but did not know
which of the four leading manufacturers would deliver them first. This problem, coupled with the need
for multiple sources of parts and the design constraints mentioned earlier, helped determine the
system design. The memory control functions were
separated from the CPU and memory arrays, creating
a separatememory controller. This allowed the flexibility required to interface different RAMs to the same
CPU without changing the CPU for different memory
parts.
With one version of the memory controller we were
able, with minor additions, to interface both Texas
Instruments and Motorola parts to the 21MX. Although Texas Instruments and Motorola parts have
separatemodule boards, they can be mixed in a single
system. This memory system, Ihe 21-X12,is a medium
density memory that comes in 4K and 8K modules.
The Mostek 16-pin parts were sufficiently different
to require a different controller and module. Modules
hold up to 16K words each, allowing 32K in the
21-M/L0 processor. This high-density memory system is Ihe 21-X11.
The basic elements of these two memorv svstems

The Problem of Volatility
The major problem with semiconductor memory is
its volatility. Unlike a well designed core memory,
when the power is removed from a semiconductor
memory, the information stored in the memory is lost.
The solution to this problem is a system solution.
Dick Van Brunt's article in this issue describes how
this problem was addressed in the power system. In
the memory system, significant design effort was
required to control and guarantee consistent refreshing. However, the cost of refreshing was far outweighed by the semiconductor memory's advantages
in cost, reliability, power, density, performance, and
expandability.
4K RAM Chosen
Taking all of the constraints into account, it became
obvious that semiconductor memorv was the best
16
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Fig. 1. fwo memorysysfemsallow21MXComputers
to use
4K RAMsfrommanvmanufacturers
are shown in Fig. 1. Both memory systems were designed to run semi-asynchronously with the CPU,
synchronizing only to refresh. This approach makes
it possible to speed up the entire computer without
major changes to the processor when faster memories
become available from any source.
While the variations in RAM parts provided some
of the design constraints, the most important considerations were user-based.For example, parity was
included as a standard feature, as in all HP computers. Memory problems are rare, but in the event of
an error, systems without parity detection will cause
many days of grief for the user who tries to solve what
appears to be a software problem when the real problem is a memory fault that would have been easily
detected by parity circuitry. When a system is designed to include parity as a standard feature, the
added system cost is very low, especially when compared to the potential cost to the user without parity
protection.
Printed circuit boards used in the memory systems
are multilayer boards. These boards are sturdy and
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have withstood many severe vibration and shock
tests. This is especially important, because the large
22-pin ceramic parts are susceptible to cracking when
large boards are allowed to flex. Cracked packages
don't seal the chip cavity and early failure is inevitable.
The multilayer boards also provide good power distribution, more than adequate density, and increased
static discharge immunity.
Memory expansion is an extremely important aspect of the memory system designs. Jack Elward's
article in this issue explains how the 21MX memory
was logically expanded above 32K words. Physical
expansion does not cause any decrease in speed up
to a 196K-word memory size, so users of relatively
large systems can still have small-system performance. Both memory systems are designed as onemillion-word memories to avoid the necessity of
redesign should further expansion be required in the
future.

Design Details
As Fig. 2 shows, the memory system is logically
and physically separated from the rest of the computer.
The data, address, and conhol lines enable the memory
to communicate with the processor, the dual-channel
port controller, and the inpuUoutput system. Refresh
information consists of synchronizing signals from
the processor and port controller, and a refresh status
signal from the memory to the processor. Power
status signals from the power system via the I/O system provide the memory controller with information
required to refresh memory in power-up and powerdown situations as well as transitions between the
two states.
A block diagram of the memory controller is shown
in Fig. 3. Becausethe Mostek RAM has an output data
latch, a memory data register is not used in Ihe 21,-X11,
memory. The address multiplexer, used only for the
Mostek 16-pin part, is not required in the 21,-Xl2
memory. The MEMORYMANAGERACTIVEsignal, when
present, commands the memory to look at a 20-bit
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Fig. 2. Memory system is logically and physicallyseparatefrom
the rest of the computer Memory
runs asynchronously with the
processor, synchronizing only
to refresh

To

To Module
Controls

Flg, 3, Memory controller b:lock
diagram MEMORY MANAGER
ACTIVEsignal tells the memory to
look at a 20-bit address bus instead of the normal 15-bit bus.
This expands the memory address space from 32K words to
1M words.

in the addressspaceand can thereforebe put in any
slot in the memory backplane. Since modules vary
from 4K words to 16K words, decoding varies with
eachmodule type. All control information is transferred through one connector on the top of the board.
OnIy power is obtained from the backplane. This
makes the 12990A Memory Extender much less expensive, becauseit doesn't have to provide control
and busing, but merely power and the mechanical enclosure. The 129904 also makes a good powered enclosure for user-designedapplications hardware'

address bus instead of the standard 15-bit address
bus. This expands the memory addressspaceto 1M
words from 32K words.
and zt-Xlz adMemory controllers for the 27-X11,
dress1M words of memory, but physical spaceavailability and bus lengths limit the expandability of
the 21-Xl'1,
to 32K words in a 21-Ml10 and osK words
in a27-Ml2o. The M/20 can add another 131K words
to its physical addressspaceby means of a 12990A
Memory Extender.Bus lengths arekept to a minimum
by mounting the memory extenderdirectly below the
computer and routing the bus through the bottom of
the computerand the top of the 12990A.
Memory is extended without a decreasein performance by taking advantage of a characteristic of dynamic MOS RAMs. These memories require a small
amount of inactive time betweenoperations(or clocls).
This time is sufficient to allow address translation
and its associateddelay to take place without system
performanceloss when the memory is equipped with
the 129294 Dynamic Mapping System.
Refreshingof the entire physical addressspaceis
accomplishedby the refresh timer, control circuitry,
and memory modules. The refresh timer is an oscillator with a period of 31 microseconds.Every 31 ps
a pulse is generated and, if the processor is powered,
the memory is synchronized with the processor,the
I/O system,and the dual-channel port controller and
a refresh is performed on 1/64 of the entire memory.
The oscillator is allowed to free run, assuting a refresh every 31ps, on the average.If the processoris
not powered, no synchronization information is required and refresh occurs without synchronization.
Memory modules (Fig. +) decodetheir location with-

ReliabilityAssurance
Becausemany memory parts are used in each system, the reliability of individual memory chips plays
an important role in the overall system reliability.
Therefore, it was important to properly qualify the
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The Million-Word Minicomputer Main Memory
by John S. Elward
Traditionally,Hewlett-Packardminicomputershave been
designedwith a word lengthof 16 bits.The new 21MXSeries,
which is compatiblewith its predecessors,is no exception.
Memory is organized into pages oI 1024 words each. Each
memorylocationis given a 1S-bitaddress,the five most significantbits specifyingthe page numberand the ten leastsignificantbits specifyingthe locationor displacementwithin
thatpage.Themaximumnumberof pages,therefore,
is 2s : 32,
and the maximummemorysize is 32,768words
The129294DynamicMappingSystem(DMS)altersthearchitectureof 21MX Computersto expand the memoryaddress
size to 20 bits, therebyprovidinga maximummain memory
size of 1,048,57616-bitwords * lt does this withoutaddingto
the 650-nanosecond
cycletime,so the userpays no penaltyin
speedwhen he adds morememory The DMSis transparent
to
any user who wishes to ignore it, but is easilyenabledand
controlledwhen needed
How lt Works
Fig 1 showshow the DMSfits intothe 21MXarchitecturelt
recerves1s-bitaddresseson the M-busfrom the centralprocessor (CPU) and dual-channelport controller(DCPC)and
translates
theminto20-bitaddresseson the ME-bus.The CPU
and DCPC operate normally,and user programs are unchanged In an operating-system
environment,the instructions that controlthe DMS are executedunder a privileged
mode and can be called only by the operatingsystem
Fig 2 showshow the DMS translates1S-bitaddressesinto
20-bitaddresses The user programworks,as before,within
a logicaladdressspace of 32 pages,and the DMS performsa
one-to-onemapping of this logical address space into the
largerphysicalmemoryspace by meansof a translation
table,
or "map," consistingof 32 12-bitregisters The fjve most significantbits of the incoming1S-bitmemoryaddressare used to
selectone ot thesemap registers.
Tenbitsf romthe map register
thenbecomethe mostsignificant
bitsof the new20-bitaddress,
The ten leastsignificantbits are the same as those of the incomingaddress.The remainingtwo bits fromthe map register
are used to implementthe memory-proteclfeatures
Thereare actuallyfour maps in the DMS.Two are dedicated
to the CPUand two to the DCPC,one to each channelThetwo
CPUmaps,designatedthe systemmap and the user map,arc
usedfor programexecution;one or the otheris selectedunder
programcontrol The two CPU maps are enabledby software
commandsand remainactive untilspecrfically
disabled.(An
exceptionoccurs when an interruptis acknowledged;the
systemmap is immediatelyenabledto returnthe programto

for processinginterrupts) The DCPCmapsare
an environment
automaticallyenabledwhen the DCPCrequestsa memorycycle. The four maps may address entirelyseparateor overlapping areasof physicalmemory.
It is the responsibility
of the operatingsystemto load the
translationtables.When the computeris first turned on the
contents of the maps are meaninglessbecause the DMS
memoryis volatile Until the maps are loaded and the DMS
enabled under programcontrol,the DMS hardwareis completely disabled and the memory accepts addressesfrom
the M-bus Thus the DMS can be ignoredif not needed.In
case of powerfailure,one map can be saved in about 50 microsecondsand all four can be saved in 175 microseconds;
this
is well withinthe capabilitiesof the 21MX memoryand power
sysrems
lt was possibleto insertthe DMS intothe existing21MXarchitecturewithout affecting the design of the CPU or DCPC
mainlybecauseof the multi-bus21MXdesign A hybridpackage consistingof hardwareand firmware,the DMS can be installedin the field The 21MX memorysystemhas been designedto recognizethe presenceof the DMSand respondto
the ME-bus
DMS firmwareimplementsover 45 special assembly-langauge instructions,
includingthe fast FORTRANgroup DMS
microcommandsmay also be included in user-generated
programs
System Enhancement Features
The DMS was designed to be a powerfultool for the syslem
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Fig. 1. Dynamicmapping system(DMS),when present,expands the maximum physical address space of 21MX Comouters from 32K words to 1M words

Fag. 2, DMS maps 32-page logical address space mto a
1024-pagephysical address space Translationtables are
loaded by the operating system.

a protectedarea of memory A programinterruptis generated
to signalthe violationand the violationregisterstoresspecific
aboutthe violation
information
are providedfor exchangingdata beSeveralinstructions
tween program areas and to move words or bytes from one
memorylocationto another Whenthe systemmap is enabled
the operatingsystemcan,for example,movea blockof words
into the user's memoryspace or from one place to another
withinthe user'ssoace
lf a programneedsmore than 32K wordsof memoryspace
a processsimilarto virtualmemorymay be used However,
insteadof movingprogramsegmentsto and from a disc, all
that is requiredis a simple map swap, taking microseconds
insteadol milliseconds,

programmer Individualmemory pages may be protected
againstwriting and/or reading Many DMS instructionsare
privilegedand may not be executedwith memory protect
enabled,
A key featureis the abilityof the programmer
to segmentthe
basepage(addresses0 to 2000e)A ten-bit"base-pagefence"
storedin the DMSseparatesthispage intoa portionthatwillbe
mapped and a portionthat will referencephysicalmemory
directlyThis allowscommonparametersto be sharedby two
or more maps,The ten bits of the base-pagefence are stored
about
in a 16-bitstatusregisteralong with other information
the state of the DMS
Another16-bit DIVS register,the violationregister,is activatedwhenevera programattemptsa privilegedoperation
in a non-privileged
modeor whenan attemptis madeto access

memory parts, provide adequate testing capability,
and establish good manufacturing screening processes.
Memory parts were qualified initially by individual part tests. This was accomplished by the use of
special testers and temperature-controlled ovens.
Some parts were then opened and inspected for workmanship and design tolerances to determine the
manufacturer's quality control level. All memory
systems and manufacturers' parts were then sent
through HP's stringent environmental tests, which
include extended heat, cold, humidity, shock, and
vibration, as well as system performance checks.
Manufacturing process screens were then established, including an extended dynamic burn-in at

Robert J. Frankenberg
joinedHP in 1969
21MXprojectmanagerBob Frankenberg
withtwo yearsof collegeand fouryearsin the U S Air Force
he evolvedinto
underhisbelt Startingoutas a testtechnician,
a computerdesigner,contributing
of the
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2116Cand designingthe memorysystemsfor the 2100Aand
and
21MXComputersAuthorof severalpatentapplications
Bob receivedhis BS
instructorin computerfundamentals,
degreein computerengineeringthrsyear from San Jose
StateUniversityBob was born in Wisconsinand now livesin
SanJose,He'smarriedand has a smallson Nowthathe has
his degree,he hopesto have more time to indulgehis interests,which includefishing,painting,restoringa 1935
Chevrolet,
and inventingconsumerelectronicdevices

'1,25eC,
a system heat run for at least 24 hours at 55"C,
power cycling for 48 hours, and several quality assurance checks at various points in the process. These
screens are aided by a randomly sampled complete
characterization of each manufacturer's parts to
monitor the manufacturers' process control. A quickresponse (demand reporting) failure reporting computer system covers any in-process part failures, and
an overall failure reporting computer system reports
any part failures from the receipt of the parts to the
end of HP's repair service on the computer.
The screens and the instantaneous failure reporting
give an excellent means of screening out weak parts,
detecting the presence of bad part lots, and assuring
manufacturer quality control. Such efforts are essential for the manufacture of reliable, high-quality
memory systems.@
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fromthe University
of Michigan(hishomestate)in 1972,and
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and softball He's also studyingfor his MS degree in computerengineeringat StanfordUniversity,
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receiveit in December He livesin Cupertino,California.
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A ComputerPowerSystemfor Severe
OperatingConditions
Thepowersupplysysfemof 21MXSeriesComputersdiffers
of otherminicomin manyrespecfsfromthepowersupplies
than
puters./t is /essvulnerable
to poorac line conditions
ofsimilarsizeand cost.
of mostminicomputers
the supplies
by RichardC. Van Brunt

A S MINICOMPUTERS ARE USED in increasingly
.Il, di'u"tre applications the physical operating environments to which they are subjected can be extremely demanding. Typical is a minicomputerbased navigation system aboard an oil tanker. It is
subject to salt spray, the vibration of the engines, and
a power-Iine voltage that varies dramatically as massive electric cargo pumps are turned on, suddenly
straining the ship's electrical system.
Other HP minicomputers have been used aboard
airplanes and on factory floors, near arc welders in an
automobile assembly plant, and controlling giant
electric motors in paper mills amid steam, chemical
fumes, and load-induced line-voltage fluctuations.
Experience with these types of environments was
one factor that significantly influenced the design of
the 21MX Computer and especially its power supply.
Other factors that influenced the power supply design were the wide range of power-line voltages in
different parts of the world, projections of increasing
power shortages, brownouts, and blackouts and,
more significant, the use of a volatile semiconductor
memory system instead of core memory.
Computers have always been more seriously vulnerable to power interruptions and voltage variations
than many other types of electrical equipment. Often
large and expensive uninterruptable power installations are required to protect computer systems because a several-millisecond line-voltage transient,
hardly enough to make the lights flicker, might wipe
out hours of work or thousands of dollars.

l/Auto-Restart
Power-Fai
One approach to making computers immune to
power failures is called power-fail/auto-restart.With
this systemthe computer must sensea power failure

while there is still enough energy stored in the power
supply to permit the computer to store certain key
information in a memory that will not lose its contents when the power is removed. When power is restored the computer can pick up where it left off or
perform any special restart procedure programmed
by the user. Power-fail/auto-restarthas always been
available on HP computers.
Although power-fail/auto-restart is adequate in
many situations it has the disadvantage that computer operation is interrupted during the line-power
fault. In many real-time operationsthis can be bothersome or even unacceptable.Many of the "power failures" that causea computer to enter the power-fail/
auto-restart mode are only transients; for example,
the line voltage may drop out of tolerance for a few
cycles, or an automatic switchover may disconnect
the power but then restore it in just the time required for mechanical contacts to open and close'
In real-time systems,it is often in thesevery situations that the computer is most required to perform
adjustments or acquire data. If the computer goes
momentarily out of service during such an interval
it may be necessaryto restart a compleS processor
operation, possibly at great expense.However, if the
computer could continue operation through such a
transient and keep the system under control much
time and expensemight be saved.

21MXPowerSupplyCharacteristics
The power supply system of Hewlett-Packard
21MX Series Computers is less vulnerable to poor
line environments than any other minicomputer of
similar capability and cost. The Iine voltage rating is
-r2oo/o,
which meansthe computer can
1,1,Ol22OYac
line
voltages as low as 88 Vac on a
for
on
be turned

27-M170

27-M120

nominal 1lO-volt line or 176 Vac on a nominal 22ovolt line, Once the computer has been turned on it
will continue to operate indefinitely even if the voltage dips to 70 Vac or lower, The computer is unaffected by line frequency variations between 47 and
64 Hz.
When operating at nominal line voltage the power
supply's internal energy storage is sufficient for the
computer to continue operating for a complete voltage cutoff lasting between two and ten line cycles at
60 Hz (32 to 160 milliseconds), depending on how
heavily the system is loaded. A battery powered
standby system is provided for the memory, so in the
event of a power failure lasting longer than ten line
cycles the contents of the semiconductor memory
will remain valid for a period of at least two hours.
The battery supplied is nickel-cadmium. Longer
standby periods may be obtained by using a larger
external nickel-cadmium battery,
The power supply operates in three different
modes: operate, line standby, and battery standby.
The computer does not distinguish between the line
standby mode and the battery standby mode, but
these two states are entirely different within the
power supply.
In the operate mode, all output voltages are present
and current is available up to the full capacity of each
output. In the two standby modes, only those voltages
necessary to permit the semiconductor memory to
retain its contents are present. As the two names
imply, the line standby mode receives input power
from the line, while the battery standby mode operates on power from the storage battery.

OUTPUT
TERMINAL
VOLTAGE

OPERATE STANDBY OPERATESTANDBY
CURRENT CURRENT CURRENT CURRENT

+5V (CPU,UO)

JJ

+72V (llo)
-12v {I/o)
+sV (mem)
+12.5V (mem)
-12.5V (mem)

5
2
2
5
1.0
1,0

-2v (cPu,r/o)

25
c
l.J
l.o

5
0.5
0.5

55
I.J

.J

I.J

,J

"Indicatesthat this output voltage is zero in standby mode.

The total output power available is 300 watts in
the M/20 and 235 watts in the MhO. The efficiency is
depending upon which outputs
approximately 7Oo/o,
are most heavily loaded.

Basic Principles
The design of the 21MX power supply is basedon
several physical properties:
r The energy storagein a capacitor is proportional
to the capacitanceand the voltage squared,while
the physical size of an aluminum electrolytic
capacitor is proportional to the capacitanceand
the first power of the voltage rating, This results
in a value of energy storage per unit volume
which, within certain physical limits, increases
directly in proportion to the voltage to which
the capacitoris charged.By using higher voltages
it has been possible to extend the holdup time
and reduce the volume of capacitorsover that required for a more conventional approach.
r The size and weight of power magnetic components are reduced as the operating frequency is
increased.An operating frequency of 20 kHz permits all of the power transformers of the 21MX
power supply to be mounted directly on printed
circuit boards, resulting in reduced fabrication
and assemblycosts.
r For a given power level, control at a high voltage and low current is inherently more efficient
than at a low voltage and high current. This is
becauseof the power lost by the relatively fixed
forward voltage drop across a semiconductor
junction.
r Within certain upper limits on frequency, a
switching regulator is inherently more efficient
than an active-region regulator such as shunt or
series pass. Furthermore, this efficiency is relatively insensitive to inpuUoutput voltage differentials. As a result, a very wide input voltage
range is permissible without significantly reducing efficiency. This aspect,coupled with the high
storage voltage, allows a voltage drop of nearly
50% of the voltage on the energy storagecapaci-

Protectionfor CriticalCircuits
Due to the relatively high replacement cost of the
circuits using the output voltages of the power supply, especially the memory modules and the CPU
board, all output voltagesare protectedagainst overvoltages,whether causedby a power supply failure
or by a short to an externalsourceof power, Similarly,
the outputs of the supply are protected against overcurrent, which might be causedby a component failure or a misplaced screwdriver.
Unlike many power supplies, which current-limit
to a maximum value when an output is shorted, the
21MX power supply completely shuts off the voltages involved in an overload until manually reset
from the front panel. This reaction helps prevent
fires causedby inner-layer PC board shorts and other
insidious forms of damage.
The supply output voltages and their current
ratings, in amperes,are as follows:
22
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F19.1,21 MXpowersupplyefficiencyisapproximatelyT0o/o
Optionalbatterypreservesmemory
conlenls in case of line power failure.

r

tor, thus permitting nearly 75o/" of the stored
energy to be extracted in the event of a momentary
line-voltage interruption.
The frequency at which the switching losses
of appropriate power transistors begin to approach and exceed the static losses is somewhat
above the frequency at which acoustic noise becomes inaudible to the human ear. Thus. an
operating frequency of zO kHz is a good compromise between the switching losses in the power
transistors, the physical size of magnetic components and the undesirability of audible acoustic noise.

Power Supply Design
A simplified block diagram of the 21MX power
supply is shown in Fig. 1. Power from the ac input
line passes through an RFI filter and a turn-on surgelimit circuit. It is then rectified (in the case of 115 Vac
operation the voltage is also doubled) and stored in
the input ripple-filter capacitors at a voltage ranging
between 180 and 380 Vdc depending upon the line
voltage and load.
From this variable dc voltage at the input capacitors the power passes through a 2O-kHz transistor
switching-regulator circuit. This circuit uses a
pulse-width-modulated transistor and diode switch
with a filter choke to step the input voltage efficiently
down to a regulated intermediate voltage of approximately 160 Vdc.
The efficiency and reliability of the preregulator
circuit are enhanced by the use of a slow-turn-off
circuit, which diverts current awav from the switch-

ing transistor into an auxiliary circuit during its turnoff transition. This turn-off period in a switching
regulator is almost always the period of greatest instantaneous power dissipation.
The effect of the slow-turn-off circuit is to reduce
the collector current to approximately 25o/oof its initial value before the collector-emitter voltage has
reached zso/oof its final value. This reduces the peak
and average power dissipation during the turn-off interval by a factor of approximately 16, to 125 watts
peak and 1.25 watts average, and results in a preregulator-stage efficiency of greater than 96%, thereby
improving the reliability of the circuit and reducing
cooling problems. As a result of this high efficiency
the preregulator switching transistor can be mounted
directly on a printed circuit board with a heat sinking
area of less than 20 square centimeters.

Dc-to-Dc Converters
At the output of the preregulator stage are two dcto-dc converters, which step the relatively high voltage and low current down to the final low-voltage
high-current outputs and provide transformer isolation between the computer circuits and the ac power
line.
One of the dc-to-dc converters is used mainly to
power memory-related circuits while the other converter powers CPU and I/O circuits. This allows the
high-current +5 volt supply for the CPU to be shut
off without affecting memory voltages. Thus a line
standby state can be provided, so semiconductor memory contents can be kept intact when shutting off all other power to change I/O interface cards

or to reduce power consumption when the computer
is not in active use. This line standby feature is also
coordinated with the protection circuits so that if an
overvoltage or overcurrent should occur in the CPU
or I/O area those voltages will be automatically shut
off separately from the memory voltages, thereby
maintaining the memory contents until the cause of
the problem can be determined or the misplaced tool
removed.
The two-converter approach also allows memory
operation to be extended in the event that the optional
'lpower fail recovery sysbattery standby system, or
tem," is not used. The CPU and I/O voltages are automatically shut off before the preregulator input vo.ltage becomes too low for the preregulator to regulate.
With this high-powet {oad now removed from the
preregulator, the remaining energy still stored in the
input capacitors will provide memory voltage regulation for an additional too ms or more in the event of
a total line loss. In the event of a voltage drop only,
the reduced loading in this state will allow the preregulator to maintain the memory voltages indefinitely for line voltages as low as 50 Vac.
The voltage at which the CPU converter is turned
off is factory-preset to allow the computer to be
turned on for a line voltage of a8 Vac. However, this
voltage level can be readjusted to increase the memory hold-up time at the expense of low-line CPU
operation,
If the optional power fail recovery system is used
the battery operated power supply will maintain the
memory contents during power outages of two hours
or more.
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The power supply package consists entirely of
printed circuit board assemblies. It requires a minimum of hand wiring in assembly and can be removed
easily from the computer for field replacement. Repairs can be handled at the factory as part of the regular board exchange program.@
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